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only takes a minute to sign up. Just read my post and realized how long it is. I know many don't
have time to read all my headaches, but I'll leave it here just for information. My issue is that I
have replaced every piece of my brake system but no matter what is tried we can get no pedal
pressure - the brakes work fine, just not something I want my son to learn to drive with. There
are no leaks to be found any longer, I have been over the system as well as the current
mechanic. His only suggestion at this point is that I have a bad master cylinder. This is the third
master to be put on the truck during this trying time, so I am having a hard time swallowing this
diagnosis, but if that is it, then so be it. Does anyone have any ideas as to what could be the
issue? Any and all help would be most appreciated. A couple years back, , I had to make a
sudden stop when a state trooper did a u-turn right in front of me. When I hit the brakes, the
pedal went to the floor. As it turned out, I had blown out one of the steel hard lines. I took it to a
mechanic and asked them to replace the blown line and to replace any others that appeared to
be ready to go, too. In the end, the mechanic only changed the blown line but since I needed the
vehicle I had to take it. Everything was fine for a few months, then another line went. I took it to
another garage and asked them to replace ALL the hard lines. After having my truck for about a
week, it turned out they also did not replace all the lines as requested, but only changed the one
front line that blew out. Again, I took the vehicle and went on my way kinda perturbed. Since
that time I have hired three more mechanics to change out all the hard lines, even going as far
as purchasing a whole kit of stainless steel lines, pre-bent. The first mechanic totally hosed the
whole thing, had my truck for months seriously! After this fiasco, I found another shop going so
far as to speak to the owner, explain all the issues I have had in trying to get this job done and
he assured me that he could do the job, he was a GM mechanic for 25 years before starting his
own shop. I bought another set of stainless steel lines and dropped everything off to him. Two
weeks later, the lines were on the truck but he could not get any pedal pressure. He also
indicated that he could not seem to get much fluid flowing to the back lines even though he had
spent days trying to bleed the system. He determined that the master cylinder was bad - it was
brand new. I contacted the manufacturer and they shipped me a new, not refurbished, master
cylinder for my truck. It was put on but it did not solve the problem. Then I was told that it must
be the ABS system. I purchased a new, not reman, ABS pump and he installed it. Surprise, same
issue. I found after getting home that there was a leak at the front line coming out of the master
cylinder. I took it back to this guys shop and he kept the truck for another two days. In the end
he said that the lines must be bad, he can't make the leak stop. The truck sat for just about a
year, but since my son is ready to start driving I needed to get the truck right since he cant drive
my car, manual transmission and too powerful. I hired yet another mechanic, one from my place
of employment. He fixed the leak at the master but found that he too was unable to get any
pedal. In addition to fixing the leak, he put on new pads and rotors on all four corners. He
checked the vacuum booster but it was not the issue. He suggested the master but I told him
that the one currently on the truck would be the third new, not rebuilt, in the past year and a
half. As it turned out, the only other thing that had not been replaced was the ABS controller. I
hated to even entertain making that purchase, but in the end I did and the mechanic installed it,
to no avail. He agrees that this should not be so hard to solve, has looked at the whole system
for leaks, none. The only other thing he can suggest is that I have a defective master. I want so
bad to just buy it and have all this behind me, but dang, how many times do I need to buy one
and why after replacing everything in the braking system except the brake booster is this still
not working. I've been sitting here for a few days now, scouring the internet looking for
answers. Found similar issues, but in the end these folks find their gremlin and all is right in
their world. Does anyone have any other thoughts on what could be wrong? Any help would be
more appreciated than you could ever know. Lingering issues that aren't getting tracked down

are draining for sure. As the owner of some old cars myself, I feel for you. There's a few things
you can try:. Maybe by chance, are the calipers installed upside down? Meaning with the
bleeder to the bottom instead of to the top? I put a lift, body parts, etc. After all painted and
assembled, bled the brakes couldn't get a hard peddle but jeep would stop with low peddle.
Bled the brakes again still low peddle. The aha moment, swapped the calipers so bleeders were
to the top I was surprised you could actually put them on upside down and wala hard peddle.
Just something to check! Hope for your sake that's it. Just had the same issues. Then I pumped
the brakes lightly and do a regular bleed job. I figured it all out same issues all the way new this
new that blah nlablah. Answer in the end to find out what was going on with out a stupid scan
tool which is crap no need. To get pressure back compartmentalize fronts and rears. I did the
fronts first. Then reinstalled rear master feed and blocked front port. By doing this was able to
identify any leaks easily. All on a Silverado. Had the same problem. Turn your key to the On
position and disconnect one of the brake lines at the master cylinder and pump the brakes a
couple of times. Then do the same thing to the other line going into the master cylinder and
reconnect it. Now you should have a half decide pedal. I went crazy trying to figure my 01 yukon
out and my dad called his friend who is a mechanic and he said to do that. It worked, got pedal
instantly and then went around and bleed the brakes again. It was a couple years ago we done it
and i believe it has something to do with the ABS that's why you gotta turn the ignition on. Sign
up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 3 years, 7
months ago. Active 10 months ago. Viewed 15k times. Good Evening, My vehicle is a Chevy
Silverado , extended cab shortbed with a 4. Thanks in advance for any and all help, MJ A couple
years back, , I had to make a sudden stop when a state trooper did a u-turn right in front of me.
Improve this question. Matthew Matthew 51 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 2 2 bronze badges.
Welcome to the site and sorry for all your woes! This sounds frustrating. How were the brakes
bled? Was the master cylinder bench bled? Was the ABS controller bled separately as itself?
When you say you cannot get any pedal, does it just fall to the floor or is there any resistance?
If you press the pedal and put it in drive, will it keep it from going anywhere or at least provide
some rolling resistance? Does the e-brake work? This has a vacuum assist not a Hydroboost?
PS: I have a Silvy and used to own a '00 as well. Hi Paulster, Thanks for the welcome and the
reply. The brakes were bled using a pressure bleeding system, can't recall the brand but it's like
the ones Motive make. Yes, The master cylinder was bench bled. When I step on the brake, the
pedal just sinks to the floor, very little if any pressure. The brakes do work and I drive the truck
now because I trust myself, but won't let me son drive it. Yes, the e-brake works. Yes, vacuum
assist. I can get a little pressure if I pump the brakes while stopping. I'd look at a couple of
things: 1 as tlhingan stated, check to ensure the lines are hooked up properly; 2 were the soft
lines changed? If not, have someone pump up brakes, then inspect every one of them to see if
one is bloated has a swell in it ; 3 bleed the brakes again and again until you get some type of
pressure EDIT Even if new soft lines, double check them anyway. Sounds like you need to do an
automated bleed of the bypass modulator valve with the appropriate scantool and that's all it's
probably all it needed other than the lines. Hi Ben, thanks for your suggestion. Unfortunately for
me, the mechanic has already been down that road. After some further reading, I found an
article where someone had a very similar issue. One of the suggestions for him was to replace
the check valve in the vacuum booster. I received the part today and unfortunately it did not
correct the situation. Perhaps I'm crazy but it seems like I got a wee bit of pressure on the pedal
but not near enough. The search continues Show 1 more comments. Active Oldest Votes.
There's a few things you can try: are your new lines bad? Usually, lines go bad by bursting, as
has happened to you at the beginning of this ordeal. But if the new lines are a different inner
diameter than the old ones, they will be moving more brake fluid, and your master cylinder may
run too low and aspirate some air into the system. This is easy to check, press the pedal all the
way to the floor and have your mechanic look at the fluid level. If it drops too low, that's your
issue. Get new brake lines and make sure the inner diameter is correct. I've personally replaced
the hard lines on my daily driver and rather than buying pre-bent steel lines, I have some made
locally with some copper allow that is soft enough to bend by hand. Works like a charm. Since
the front brakes do most of the work, I wasn't in too much of a hurry to replace them. That is,
until I had to do an emergency stop and found I had very little braking power on the car. It turns
out master cylinders have proportioning valves that apply brake pressure to the rear and will
hold off on applying pressure to the front until the rear have engaged. Go to the junkyard, find a
truck of same make and model as yours, look at the master cylinder and follow the steel lines
until you are reasonably sure which one goes to which wheel. Then, pop your hood and make
sure yours is the same. It's a long shot, but worth checking. You need to fill them up with fluid,
connect them and then bleed whatever air is left in them out. Many mechanics neglect to bleed
the master cylinder, and I wouldn't be surprised if that's your issue. Bleeding the brakes is easy

press and hold the pedal while somebody opens and closes the bleeder valve , but bleeding the
master cylinder is best done outside the car. It's called "bench bleeding" for a reason. It's easy
enough to do by your mechanic friend. Improve this answer. The brake lines appear to be the
same inner and outer diameter. Can't find my caliper at the moment but they look good to me. I
purchased the first set from fine lines and the second replacement set was from Dorman. The
original lines blew out due to age and rust, GM apparently did not use stainless. I just took a run
out to look, and the brakes appear to be connected the way there were before everything was
replaced. I will ask the mechanic to take another look. Add a comment. Kelly Kelly 11 1 1 bronze
badge. You need to bleed the ABS unit using a special scan tool. Had the same problem with my
truck. This point is often missed, resulting in visits to the shop after otherwise competent
DIYers have replaced brake components. Brett Brett 1. Andrew Andrew 1. Shawn Schneider
Shawn Schneider 1. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in
alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 5. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. In , a
class-action lawsuit was filed as rusted brake lines were leading to brake failure and causing
accidents. However, the AlGal coating, which is a form of aluminum paint, was easily damaged
or worn down from normal tire kick-up. In , with the GMT line, Chevy upgraded the brake line
coating to a NyGal coating which was made of plastic and significantly thicker than the previous
AlGal coating. Corrosion can lead to break lines leaking fluid, with the end result being the
brakes not working very well, or hardly at all. Additionally, portions of the GMT brake lines are
made of rubber. Over time through normal wear and tear, this rubber can get deformed and
cause air pockets in the lines when pressed. The end result is not enough brake fluid getting to
the calipers for the brakes to function properly. Brake lines can go bad as early as 50, miles, or
as late as , miles. If you live in a salt state, we recommend changing the brake lines approx. I
have a Sierra. Every now and then, quite rare, when I push the brake pedal, I have a real hard
brake, not to push down, but it stops and is like pushing against a brick wall, and it has no
brakes, it just keeps rolling. Once I release the brake pedal and press the pedal again it will stop
normally. Any Ideas? This line will break down over time become weak and kink up at the rear
most part of the hose whereby there will be no vacuum going to the booster resulting in a very
hard pedal. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by
email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics to
today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits,
suspension, you name it. Comments I have a Sierra. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages
Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. Had spent all winter rigging my new trailer and kayak up to go to
a bass fishing tournament. Early in the morning 5 miles from the lake, the car in front of me
brakes abruptly to avoid hitting a crossing goose. Going about 50 miles per hour. I pushed on
the brakes hard. Then they go all the way to the floor. I had installed new brake pads and
calipers at all four axles last year when I first purchased the truck. It was a rusted brake line. I
managed to not hit the person in front of me but had to ditch the truck and trailer at over 50
miles an hour into somebody's front yard destroyed my trailer and kayak. I will never buy
another Chevy product again. The last person's comment about stop crying and comparing
vehicles to vehicles being built in makes absolutely no sense. That's like comparing Model T to
s cars or Model T to horse-drawn carriages. They should have used Hickory brakes instead of
the Old Pine brakes on the horse-drawn carriages. There are no brake lines reported rusting out
the same year of truck with Chrysler or Ford. Chevy cut corners on their brake lines instead of
installing stainless steel like the rest of the truck manufacturers. They obviously do not care
about safety or fatalities of their vehicles causing. Kind of explains why Obama had to bail them
out and Ford didn't have to get bailed out. I ban Chevy vehicles for life. Hopefully it'll become a
generational thing, where my kids and grandchildren also ban Chevy. Don't buy Chevy. I live in
the Chicago area where winters can be really rough and road salt can be a major problem, so I
try to keep the truck washed off frequently. I had a brake line rust out when the truck was 12
years old. Ironically, it happened when pulling into a car wash. The line that rusted through was
the one going over the rear axle to the splitter for the rear brakes. I was annoyed at first, but
these were bare metal lines and weren't coated with anything when the truck was built, just like
the good old vehicles in the 's and 's. So after thinking about it, in this area, I felt they lasted a
decent time before a rust through occurred. I recalled: As a teenager, I had an Oldsmobile that
was garage kept, had less than 40, miles on it and was rarely driven in winter. A brake line broke
when it was 14 years old. That summer I eventually replaced all of them, as they were
developing new leaks on a weekly basis. Later I had a Buick, dealer undercoated when it was
new, which is a lot better that nothing, I also tried to keep the road salt washed off of it. The
Buick was driven through many harsh winters. When it was about ten years old, it had rusted
through at more that one location brake and fuel lines. This was no easy repair, I had to park it

until summer. Then I found it also had dry rotting rubber brake and fuel lines, ready to pop at
any time. I ended up replacing all of the brake and fuel lines. You should be know if bare metal
lines are on your vehicle. So my advice is, buy a vehicle that has some factory coating already
applied to the lines or are made of rustproof material. If you buy a newer vehicle with bare metal
lines and live in areas that use road salt, you must do something to coat them. Get the vehicle
undercoated, either professionally or do it yourself. Inspect it and touch it up annually. Even
spreading and spraying grease on the gently cleaned rusting lines, before every winter, will
make a difference. That is what I did on my Silverado after the first brake line rotted through.
That worked until I could get the rest of them replaced, five years later. I probably could have
went further, if I had to. Then I bought a line kit, all new soft lines, calipers, master cylinder etc.
I'm sure the lines will be fine as long as I keep up the annual inspections and touch-ups. I
recently changed out all of the brake lines on my truck, because of the rust issue. My truck
currently has , Miles on it. Back when I had , miles, the brake line went out on me suddenly on
the road while I was driving. It was definitely something I don't want to experience again. After
we replaced it, the other looked rusted but figured they would last. Then it happened again
driving. After that I replaced them all. They are made form a very cheap metal. I think Chevy
should do a recall, before someone gets killed. It's definitely a dangerous thing. Chevy should
really use better material. I have had many friend's who have had the same problem. It's
definitely a huge flaw, that Chevy needs to address like I said before, before someone gets
killed. Not sure about buying another Chevy product just because of this experience. Failed
steel brake lines on truck. GM Blames on salt on roads in winter. How come no other trucks by
Ford or Chrysler are having this problem. Do not buy a GM truck until they fix this situation!
Involves 1. Some of the design and money savings GM did with this truck is terrible. The way
they ran the brake lines is just wrong. This is the worst brake line routing I have even seen.
Brakes went out while out of town. Had to go to a not GM garage to get on the road. Then a
couple of years later, the brake lines went out. We were out of state going down a mountain,
riding on the side of road to try and slow down the truck with us scared and trying to stay alive.
Again no GM place around to fix, so had to get just enough to get to Ohio. Then when we got
back they finished repairing the brake lines we have had brakes and brake shoes replaced on a
truck that is not got a lot of mile more than 3 times with over 2, and brake lines 2 times. This is
scary and dangerous and its not like we travel places where there is always a dealer around on
vacation expecting our vehicle to be braking down and repaired. We are retired GM employees
and have always bought GM products but let me tell you this, that this truck has had so many
brake issues of which we have reported and not one penny of re-embursement and you just
don't care if we die in this truck. Shame on you and it is listed that we feel this has bad brake
system and now to add the abs is not working. Would you like your kid to ride with us? We are
seniors and are riding in a coffin with wheel and no brakes. I was behind a woman who stopped
NOW!!!!! It doesn't matter that they have ft to wait in, and the yield sign, she felt it necessary to
slam on brakes to let them in. We were accelerating up hill and picking up speed when she did
this. I felt my pickup slow, then the pedal went to the floor. I was able to get around her and into
a restaurant parking lot, only to have someone cut me off in spite of the flashers, and constant
horn. I exited the parking lot, and the only option was into town. I navigated traffic for over a
mile, on the edge of rush hour and found another driver who realized that I was having a
problem, they ran interference for me and allowed me to get into a church parking lot. I used
rubber hose and clamps to make band aids 3 of them , and made it the other two miles home. I
thought this may have just been a freak thing, but after reading the post about this problem I
think I am correct to conclude, GM will do nothing about this, and someone driving one of these
trucks will kill a family, because of the lack of care, concern, and don't give a damn attitude of
this manufacturer. I had a rice burner Nissan that I used for work, It had miles on it, when I got
my hands on a motor, I changed the motor out ran up miles on the second motor. The truck
lived in WV, where salt is used on the roads, it was used for work and the kindness it was
shown was fluid changes and simple maintenance. You kinda SUCK to me!!!!!!!!!!!! This is very
bad all of my front brakes lines are rusted bad and on march 5, when I was driving and I was
coming to a stop my brake pedal when all the way to the floor. Luckily I was diving slow and
down shifted to 1st and apply the parking brake. This is a disaster in the making and Chevy
needs to have a recall ASAP to fix this before someone dies. GM should have to fix these bad
brake lines for free. This is definitely a big problem. I have owned many vehicles through the
years and this is the first time I have ever seen a hard brake line fail. This could have been
deadly due to the fact that there was no warning that the brakes were going to fail. Thankfully
we were on our private drive in the process of turning around when the line failed. If we had
been on the high way and had to panic stop, we could have been in a serious or fatal
accident!!!! Sounds like GM would have a lot of lawsuits due to this problem. Also, this truck

has been well taken care of here in NC and both rear wheel wells are rusted completely out!! No
wonder they almost went out of business. I am going to try and take off the bad brake lines
today and try find replacements. Shame on you GM!!! I hit the truck which caused very little
damage since I was only going about 20mph I really think since this is happening a lot that this
truck should be recalled before people start getting killed in accidents. I hope that since you are
aware of this problem that you give it your attention immediately. The brake lines are badly
rusted. They should have been recalled. They are an accident waiting to happen. The alloy used
in the metal lines must be bad. My wife and I were on our way home from an outing and one of
the brake lines blew. I took it home and got under the truck to see which one, and they were all
rusted to pieces. I replaced all the lines with non-corroding materiel, and went to bleed the
brakes. All the bleeders were rusted so bad I couldn't get a wrench on them. Had to replace all
the calipers. I already replaced the parking brake cables due to rust. But since the axels have to
be pulled in order to replace the parking brake shoes, I guess I will have to rely on the main
brakes and hope they do not fail. Hello GM- I would have been happy to pay extra for a "harsh
climate" package with stainless brake and fuel lines. I read a lot of complaints about rusted
brake lines and someone mentioned it could be due to road salt, but I've owned my truck since
it was new and only lived in Texas and Florida, so GM really sucks for using inferior quality
material in such a critical component. My brakes went out today on my way home from playing
golf, so it looks like I will miss a few days of work before I can have this fixed. Not only do I have
to pay for the repairs ,I won't be making any money either, thanks GM.!!! Besides the engine
clatter on start-up and the rusting rocker panels But now with the brake lines rusting through,
I'm pretty upset with GM using inferior materials to run brake lines with. I think they should have
been stainless from day one. Sad to say, GM isn't doing anything about the problem,
understandably, I've had it for 12 years now and driven a lot of miles. But shouldn't safety be
priority one? I'm damn lucky I wasn't driving when the lines failed. My situation is like most, the
lines rusted through under the drivers seat at the attachment point plastic holder. Update from
Jun 5, : lines were replaced by dealer. Just had new rotors pads tie rods complete front end
replace now bake lines failed. Brakes on truck always weak, rotors all needed replaced because
of rust pitting big pits in rotors would eat up pads, also replaced all calipers, now brake lines
are bursting from corrosion in particular where they are clipped in on frame. Climate here is
corrosive but these trucks were built with defective materials in something as important as the
brakes. This truck is not my daily driver and I seldom use it, to date other than brakes, the other
failures are, air conditioning only works on high speed, electric mirrors wont adjust, 4 wheel
drive works sometimes. My last GM product I will ever purchase. Rusty brake lines cause safety
issues. Poor design and product by GM. What a piece of crap. First one brake line blew and I
replace that. Then another blew and I fixed that but when I went to take off a third rusty line let
go and put ne into my garage and smashed stuff and took my mirror off. This truck is a rusty
crap truck. The rocker panel are rusted thru. Oh, and GM does not make original equipment
brake line replacements either in the parts department. Shame on you GM. You suck. No wonder
the Japanese and other car makers are doing better than you. Make a good product damnit. I
was a GM man my whole life but this truck is junk with the power windows issue, transfer case
shot, knocking engine. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions:
replace brake lines 20 reports report it to nhtsa for a recall solution! Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Silverado problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Almost died twice had to get entire breakline system replaced. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Skip to main content of results for " silverado brake
lines". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging
Option. International Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need more information for
your Chevrolet Silverado to verify products fit. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Dorman H Hydraulic
Brake Hose. Stoptech FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. StopTech Only 3 left in
stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 9 left in stock more on the way. Only 6
left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock more on the way.
Only 7 left in stock more on the way. Dorman Brake Hose. Dorman HW Brake Hose. Only 5 left in
stock - order soon. Usually ships within 1 to 3 weeks. Brake Fluid. Get it as soon as Fri, Mar 5.
Only 20 left in stock more on the way. N
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